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· H.264/MPEG4 codec decoding
· Support 1080P realtime recording
· 2.7-inch touch screen with 16 mega-pixel
· Built-in 154° wide-angle lens
· Support loop-recording and G-sensor
· Support 1 SD card up to 128GB 

DH-CSG380
 In-car Use Dashboard Camera
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Functions

Loop Recording
This function ensures continuous recording without missing a 
second. The old videos will be deleted automatically when the 
SD card is full.

Built-in G-sensor
The G-sensor can be used to detect the incident automatically 
with customizable sensitivity settings. When an incident – like 
hard braking or a collision is detected, your camera knows to 
save the current and next recordings, thereby preserving a 
complete record of the event.

Motion Detection 
The camera will switch on to record and lock the video 
automatically when your parking car are crushed by other car. 
The locked video may be the important evidence to save time 
and money. 

Emergency Button 
In case of some emergency happens, you can press the 
emergency button to do the recording, and that video will not be 
overwrite unless you delete it manually. 

Technical Specification

Image sensor Sony exmor cmos image sensor

Lens 14 mega-pixels

Angle of view 154°

Video/Audio Compression H.264/MPEG4-AVC

Resolution 1080P@30fps; 720P@60fps

Bit Rate 11Mbps or 1.4MBps

File type MP4

SD card SD/SDHC card, Up to 128 GB

Mic/Speaker Built in

Display 2.7" TFT LCD, capacitive touch panel

Motion Detection Support

G-sensor Built in

Power Supply DC 12V~24V, vehicle's cigarette entry port

Dimensions 102.66mm×53.31mm×38.10mm;(4.0" x 2.1" x 1.5")

Net Weight 180g (0.4 lb) 

Certification CE

Dahua's CSG380 camcorder is an easy-to-use high-definition 
dashboard camera with 2.7-inch LCD display. The camera has 
a wide-angle lens that can captures 3 lanes . Its integrated 
microphone gives you the option of recording audio inside the 
vehicle. Mount the camera to your windshield and record your 
drive in 1080p or 720p, the camera records in a continuous loop 
using the SD card which can support 128GB. 
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